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ABSTRACT In the software development process, traceability links between unit tests and code are not
explicitly maintained, and dependencies in most cases are manually identified. As a result, a large amount of
effort and time is required during the comprehension process to establish the links between these artifacts.
Although there are several methods that can infer such links based on different phenomenons, these methods
usually produce different set of traceability links. This work expands upon previous traceability link recovery
and visualization studies by implementing a combination of traceability recovery methods that automatically
retrieve the links, and visualizing them to help developers to overview the links inferred by various recovery
techniques, and also to select the right relations for analyses. The results of the usability study show that the
visualization model presented herein can effectively support browsing, comprehension, and maintenance of
Test-to Code Traceability (TCT) links in a system with enhanced efficiency, as well as visualization of TCT
links from multiple sources is better than a visualization of single source of traceability links.

INDEX TERMS Software development, software comprehension, test case, traceability links, visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION
System source code constitutes the main development artifact
in agile development; meanwhile, unit tests, code and user
stories are usually the artifacts produced during the agile
development process itself. As such, creating and visualizing
the links between code classes and unit tests can be helpful
during software development processes in a number of tasks
such as in program comprehension, impact analysis, mainte-
nance, and artifact reuse.

Several approaches have been explored to extract the
links between test and code [21]. While traceability recovery
approaches can be automated, none of them is itself accurate.
On the other hand, manual recovery is a complex, error-
prone, and time-consuming task. As a result, a combination of
TCT links recovery methods is recently used to improve the
quality of the retrieved links [30], [31], [16], [17], [21], [25].
However, the unsolved issue remains is how to efficiently
support the comprehension, browsing, and maintenance of
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the retrieved links. It is commonly recognised that visual-
ization is an efficient method to represent these links in
an intuitive and natural way. It effectively supports under-
standing test-to-code relations and helps various tasks in the
software development life cycle (SDLC) [19]. Though, only a
small set of research studies have focused on the importance
of visualization of TCT links in comprehension, evolution,
refactoring, and maintenance task of a software system.

Previous studies [10], [13], [24] documented traceabil-
ity links visualization among different artifacts in software
(e.g. source codes, requirements, documents, test cases, etc.).
Recently, a variety of traceability tools were built, provid-
ing different views to depict relationships between software
artifacts. In [33], for example, a tool is presented to support
the establishment and visualization of traceability links in
DevOps environments by combining the development level
and operational level artifacts of software (source code,
requirement, design, and unit test). Different visualization
methods are applied by other tools to display traceability
links between software artifacts [4], [13]. Several visualiza-
tion formats are supported in D3TraceView [4], sunburst,
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tree, matrix, list, table, bar, gauge, and radial view. Marcus
et al. has shown the importance of visualization in recover-
ing, maintaining, and browsing the traceability links between
software artifacts [12]. However, to date, no visualization
tool seems to exist that focuses on the visualization of TCT
traceability links that are recovered from multiple sources.

In this work, our particular focus is on the traceability
links between test cases and the related production classes.
The objective of our work is to provide testers with an effi-
cient visualization that enables them to understand, brows,
and maintain TCT links. We have developed an innovative
approach for TCT links’ visualization that combines vari-
ous automated test-to-code recovery approaches and supports
effective visualization technique.

TCTracVis [1] was a prototype developed with limited fea-
tures. The aim of the prototype was to visualize traceability
links between test cases and code classes that were manually
recovered. In the present work, we have added more func-
tionalities that support the automated recovery approaches
and the simultaneous visualizations of test and code
relations.

The current version of TCTracVis combines different TCT
recovery approaches to automatically establish the links
between test cases and its classes/methods which, in turn,
reduces the effort of manual recovering traceability links.
We further enhanced support for these approaches with a
traceability visualization technique to allow visualizing the
overall structure of traces and a thorough description of each
trace. The visualization will aid the developer and tester to
make their decision whether the links are true and which are
false positives.We adopted a hierarchical tree-view technique
to achieve these goals.

The main idea of using the traceability recovery
approaches is to help software engineers to trace the relation-
ships between unit test and source code, and automatically
extract traceability links at low cost and time, while using
visualization aims to identify the disagreement in traceability
links inferred from different sources [26]. Besides, visualiza-
tion can help to reveal if there has been something wrong
with the tests and/or the code (at least their relationship) in a
particular system. Our contributions to this exploratory work
are the following:

1) Build an informative and generic visualization tool that
combines multiple automated sources of traceability
links and improves program comprehension, browsing,
and maintenance.

2) Examine the tool usability and assessing users’ interest.
3) Display the hierarchical relationships of source code

and units test inferred from different sources for better
system evolution analysis.

The experimental study is conducted to evaluate the use-
fulness and efficiency of our traceability visualization
approach. The results of this evaluation show that the visu-
alization of traceability link inferred from different sources
is more efficient and helpful than using a single source, and
our tool can efficiently and effectively support the software

engineers to understand, browse, and maintain the test and
code relations in a software system.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows:
Section II discusses the relatedwork, Section III describes our
traceability visualization approach, and the architecture of
TCTracVis is described in Section IV. The evaluation results
are presented in Section V. Section VI presents the threats to
the validity of the technique.We draw a conclusion and future
work in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK
In the following subsections, we analyze some of the existing
techniques used for TCT links recovery, and we also intro-
duce some of the visualization techniques usually used to
display the links between software artifacts.

A. TRACEABILITY LINK RECOVERY TECHNIQUES
Only a few specific sets of automated traceability recovery
approaches have been proposed that are viable means to
display links between production classes and test units. In the
most often utilized and discussed work initially proposed
by Rompaey and Demeyer [21]; the authors suggested six
traceability recovery strategies as sources to extract the links
between unit tests and source code, naming conventions,
fixture element types, latent semantic indexing (LSI), static
call graph, last call before assert and co-evolution. In naming
convention [21], [17] traceability links are established if a
unit test contains the name of a tested class after remov-
ing the word ‘‘Test’’ from the name of a class executing
the test case. Naming conventions have been described in
several books and tutorials (e.g. [21], [17]) which is an
indication of their widespread usage in different contexts.
In this approach, traceability links could not be established
if unit tests do not contain the names of the tested classes.
In static call graph (SCG) [17], [21], units under test can be
derived by collecting all classes under test that is directly
invoked in the test case implementation, and thereafter the
most frequently referenced classes are selected. In case there
are no dominant production classes, the selected sets would
contain a possibly large range of data object and helper
types that will, in turn, impact the precision of the retrieved
links. To mitigate the drawback in SCG, authors in [21]
proposed the Last Call Before Assert (LCBA) method, which
derives test classes by checking the last call invoked right
before asserting statements. However, if developers write
many assert statements per test unit, many units under test
could be retrieved. This problem is referred to as ‘‘Assertion
Roulette’’ [3]. The traceability links can be established in the
lexical analyses (LA) approach [17], [21] depending on the
textual similarity between test cases and the corresponding
unit under test, whereas in co-evolution (CV), the starting
point of the approach is the Version Control System (VCS)
of the software such as CVS, SVN, SourceSafe, or Perforce.
This approach requires that changes to code under test and
unit tests are simultaneously fetched into the system. Also,
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developers need to practice testing during development; oth-
erwise the co-evolution information is not captured in VCS.

TCTracer is an approach that uses a variety of new and
traditional TCT recovery techniques [31]. The techniques
were combined and applied to both method level and class
level. The evaluation results showed that the combination
of recovery techniques is more effective than using a single
technique. In our approach, we provide visualization support
to the combination of recovery techniques to enhance the
comprehension of the TCT link.

TCT using slicing and conceptual coupling (SCOTCH) has
been proposed in [16]. Herein, traceability links are recovered
using dynamic slicing and conceptual coupling techniques.
TCT links are derived using assert statements, then, tested
classes are identified in two steps: the first step identifies the
started tested sets (STS) using dynamic slicing. In the second
step the candidate tested set (CTS) are produced by filtering
STS using conceptual coupling between identified classes
and the unit test. This approach, however, does not consider
the semantics of STS during the coupling conceptual pro-
cess [15]. Also, the candidate tested classes identified by
dynamic slicing still contain an overestimate of the tested
classes [15]. The study findings of using these approaches
are unsatisfactory as a result of the low accuracy and manual
effort needed by a domain expert to establish the retrieved
links [15], [17], [21]. Gergely et al. [29] did not explicitly
extract the traceability links of test and code, but they used
clustering instead. The clustering is performed with static
analysis and dynamic analysis.

Previous research has studied how to use gamifica-
tion to enhance the manual maintenance of traceability
links [27], [28], however, these studies have not seen any
significant concern.

In this work, we combine three of the above techniques,
namely: NC, LCBA, and SCG. The reason behinds using
these techniques that NC had a high precision [21], [31],
LCBA provided a better score of applicability as a result of
comparing six traceability recovery approaches [21], while
SCG is used to identify the intended class under test by
connecting each test with the methods list that may be called
by the test [14]. This can help in identifying an error location
in a failed test case.

B. TRACEABILITY LINKS VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
In recent years, research on visualization of traceability links
has become very popular. A lot of work has been dedicated
to exploiting visualization techniques in terms of matrix,
hyperlinks, lists, and graphs due to contexts to help users
analyze and understand the traceability information.

1) TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES
Graph-based visualization. Traceability visualization sys-
tems commonly use a graph visualization method as it allows
an overview of traceability links between various artifacts in
software [32]. In graphs, artifacts are represented as nodes,
while edges are represented as relationships between nodes.

Four well-known visualization techniques [matrix, graphs,
lists, and hyperlinks] were analyzed and compared in [8] to
discover in which context these visualization methods can be
properly used. The study demonstrated management tasks are
better represented by graphs. A tool, developed by Kamala-
balan and Uruththirakodeeswaran et al. [7], traces software
artifacts links and displays these link elements as a graph.

A specific graph-based approach called Chain-Graph has
been proposed to visualize relationships between require-
ments [5]. Another type of graphical representation is Sun-
burst [13]; wherein nodes are displayed on adjacent rings
representing tree views. Such a graph can show the overall
hierarchical structure [4]. Although graphs can visualize the
overview of links between artifacts, it is a big challenge to
display a large number of traceability links between software
artifacts because of scalability issues. As such, the presenta-
tion of large sets of data becomes unreadable or difficult to
understand.

Matrix-based visualization. A two-dimensional represen-
tation in the form of a table is commonly used to visualize
software artifacts relationships. It is commonly used in visu-
alizing requirement traceability links with other artifacts [32].
Several tools have been presented to support the matrix visu-
alization method [24], [4]. Di Thommazo et al. proposed two
approaches to automate the generation of the requirement
matrix [24]. In this work, visualization of traceability infor-
mation using the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
helps in determining requirements dependencies in an effec-
tive way. Typically, matrices are selected to visualize a small
volume of traceability information. As presented by Li and
Maalej [8], the matrix is also appropriate to help in manage-
ment tasks. However, due to visual clutter issues, it becomes
indecipherable when the set of artifacts gets larger [18].

Visualization by hyperlinks and lists. Traceability links can
also be presented as hyperlinks and lists. Hyperlinks are pre-
sented to users in tabular format using natural language [20].
Thismethod of visualization allows users to navigate between
related artifacts along with the link. Several approaches have
proposed hyperlinks as a method for representing traceability
information [6], [11]. In testing and implementation activi-
ties, hyperlinks are desired over lists [8]. Lists are the least
pickedmethods among other traditional approaches for repre-
sentation traceability links [8]. All the information related to
each traceability link is presented in list view (source artifacts,
target artifacts). Previous work has shown that, just as the
techniques above, hyperlinks and lists do not scale well for
large data [9], [23].

2) OTHER TECHNIQUES
There are further approaches have been proposed to visualize
traceability links. The OrganicViz tool [22] applies a network
visualization that shows traceability information evolution
in engineering projects. Marcus et al. [12] proposed Traviz,
a prototype tool that visualizes traceability links using col-
ored and labeled boxes. Traviz supports browsing, recov-
ery, and maintaining traceability links of software artifacts.
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Multi-Visio Trace [18] hires various approaches of visu-
alization involving, graph, matrix, sunburst, and tree view
enabling selection of the appropriate view for information
depending on the task to be performed. Chen et al. [2] inte-
grated two visualization techniques: Treemaps and Hierar-
chical Trees to support a through an overview of traceability
and provide a detailed overview of each trace. Despite all the
techniques above, representing a large set of information is
still a big challenge.

There is not much interest in the literature being reviewed
in visualizing TCT links, as works on the visualization of test-
ing are still practically limited. Developers usually concen-
trate more on the development process and activities which
are responsible for testing activities. Recently, in more impor-
tant projects, developers cannot miss testing. However, they
omit traceability because, during the development process,
they do not feel the need for it. Therefore, they do not spend
effort on it. Moreover, despite the importance of TCT links in
practice [19], it is not commonly used, and its scope is highly
disregarded in software development. This research is based
on these foundations.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
We have developed TCTracVis [1], a traceability visualiza-
tion tool, to support the developers to recover, visualize, and
understand the TCT links in an efficient way. The tool is
developed to recover and show traceability links between test
cases and source code. Since it is a difficult task to determine
which classes/methods are tested in test cases in a large
program, this tool can help to provide significant help for the
developers in understanding these relations. We present our
traceability recovery techniques and describe the traceability
visualization method in the following.

A. TCT LINK RECOVERY
In [1], we presented a prototype of a tool that supports visual-
ization of traceability links retrieved using class invocations
in test cases. In this paper, we include additional recovery
techniques that can automatically establish TCT links.

1) TRACEABILITY LINK RECOVERY USING NC
As mentioned in the related work section, naming conven-
tions retrieve links between test cases and units under test by
matching the names of unit tests and production classes. The
reason behinds using this approach that it performs well in
several situations [17], [21].

In addition to NC, we adopt a derivative of the traditional
naming convention, namely Naming Convention-Contains
(NCC) [31], which replaces the condition that the name of the
test unit must exactly match the name of the tested code (e.g.
‘‘Prog’’ -> ‘‘testProg’’ or ‘‘ProgTest’’), with the more flexible
condition that the name of the test unit contains the name of
the tested code (e.g. ‘‘Prog’’ ->‘‘testProgVariant1’’ or ‘‘Func-
tionalityofProgTest’’). Therefore, the tested class is linked to
the test class if the name of the test class includes the name
of the tested class after removing the term test form test class.

NCC uses NC’s strengths. It establishes N:1 relationships
between classes and tests (i.e. many test cases are written to
test a production class) as opposed to 1:1 relationships with
NC. This approach can perform better if the project does not
follow the traditional naming conventions.

link(nt, nc) =

{
true, if nc is substring of nt
false, otherwise

(1)

where nt is the name of a test unit and nc is the name of a
tested code. In the case that the name of a test unit does not
exactly match the name of tested code, or it is not a substring
of the name of a tested code, then the link (if exists) can not
be established by NC or NCC. Thus, other approaches can be
used.

2) TRACEABILITY LINKS RECOVERY USING SCG
Static call graph works by inspecting calls of the production
class in the implemented test unit. The production class that
is referred to most is the most likely to be the unit under test.
In our approach, we search for method invocations in a test
method and return the most frequently invoked production
class and how many times it is called in each test method.

3) TRACEABILITY LINKS RECOVERY USING LCBA
As a result of comparing six traceability recovery
approaches [21], LCBA provides a higher accuracy score
in terms of applicability. LCBA attempts to separate helper
classes from test classes by capturing the calls of tested
classes that were invoked right before asserting statements.
In our approach, the statements in each test method are
analyzed and searched for productions classes and methods
called by a test method, and then the test method is linked
to the production class if it is the last return before an assert
statement.

link(tm, pc)

=

{
true, if pc is last return before assert in tm
false, otherwise

(2)

where tm is the test method, and pc is the production class
(i.e. a class under test).

Although the majority of the techniques were performed
manually (from scratch), the methods listed in the related
work are all able to be automatable.

Still, the issue is that using a single source is not reli-
able. As such, our tool supports the combination of more
sources/methods to infer test-to-code relations and visualizes
them in a way that helps the developer to compare these links
and decide which ones to treat as valid.

B. VISUALIZATION OF TCT LINKS
TCTracVis has been developed as a visualization tool that can
efficiently offer visualization of relationships between unit
tests and test classes/methods. Our goal is to support users
to present, navigate, and understand TCT links.
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FIGURE 1. Code-to-test dependency graph.

We utilize the hierarchy tree graph to visually represent a
thorough overview of traceability links between a node and
its related nodes wherein a node can be a production class,
method, or test class/method. Once the traceability links of
a selected node are established and retrieved, a hierarchical
tree graph is built to show links of nodes are linked to the
selected node. In our approach, we employ a left-to-right
hierarchy tree visualization technique which represents 1:N
and/or N:1 relationships. In other words, a single test can
evaluate more classes, and more tests can evaluate the same
class, resulting in an N:M relation.

As the traceability links have the advantages of being
bidirectional, traceability links can be shown in two types of
graphs:
1) Code-to-test dependency graph, which shows the

traceability links for a specified production class
that is inspected by more test classes. In Figure 1,
EmployeeClass class is tested by three tested classes,
Employee-GetTest, Employee-SalaryTest, and Employ-
eeClassTest.

2) Test-to-code-based graph, which shows the traceability
links for a specified test class with its related tested
class and tested methods. For example, in Figure 2,
SubtractsClassTest test class has three tested meth-
ods which are written to evaluate several methods in
DeductionClass class.

IV. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF
TCTrasVis
TCTracVis has been built as a stand-alone desktop applica-
tion for MS Windows. It automatically recovers traceability
links between unit tests and tested code in a project utiliz-
ing three different recovery techniques, and visualizes these
links using hierarchy tree graph visualization techniques.
Currently, the tool is designed to find traceability data of
the source code created in C# code using Microsoft unit
tests. It supports multiple traceability recovery sources to

FIGURE 2. SubtractsClassTest Test class’s traceability links.

FIGURE 3. Architecture of TCTracVis.

extract TCT links; Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of this
traceability visualization tool.

The tool requires a solution file as an input. As the tool is
designed to find the traceability between source code and test
cases of any program, the solution file holds the information
about all the projects used in the source program. In the first
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FIGURE 4. TCTracVis user interface.

TABLE 1. Solutions characteristics. This table shows metrics of the C#
projects used in the implementation and evaluation of TCTracVis.

step, the tool reads the solution file and finds the project files
(source code and unit test).

Next, the tool searches for C# source code files and test
case files. In this step, the tool also finds the path of the
assemblies which would be read in the next stage. Then,
the tool finds the assemblies and reads them, basically, it reads
two assemblies: (1) The assembly created by the source code
(name spaces and classes) (2) the assembly created in test
cases. Namespaces, classes, and methods are loaded into
visualization generator which shows the hierarchy of classes
and name spaces using a hierarchical tree visualization tech-
nique. Test cases are passed to the traceability recovery
mechanism which includes three approaches to retrieve links
between test cases and the related production classes. The
retrieved links are then passed to the visualization generator
and displayed using hierarchical trees. The tool also provides
some metrics about the traced solution, which are visualized
using bar charts.

A. USAGE EXAMPLES
Figure 4 shows the user interface of TCTracVis tool. Classes
and test cases of two solutions written in C# are used in

the experiment, HRsystem,1 which is a human resources
information system developed by ITG2 with enough unit tests
for implementation and evaluation purposes; and UnitTes-
tExample3; which is an open-source Windows forms appli-
cation that is served by several small classes that are used
in unit testing. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the two
C# solutions. The table displays how many lines of code are
in each system, the number of production classes, number
of methods, number of test classes and test methods which
written to test the production classes and methods.

Once the tool reads the solution file, all files of a project
(i.e. production classes, base methods, and unit tests) will
be displayed on the right part of the screen (see figure 4).
In a class view, a double click on a class shows a hierarchy
tree graph for a selected class and all its related methods
and fields. When a user right-clicks on the class item in
the Class View, a popup menu appears as ‘‘Base Class to
TestCase Dependency’’. When the popup menu is clicked,
a tree-view appears in the ‘‘Tree View’’ panel showing the
dependency graph for the selected base class (i.e. test classes
that call the selected class). In test case view, a user can ini-
tially select one traceability recovery approach (e.g. LCBA),
a double click on the test case shows the details in the ‘‘Tree
View’’ panel as a hierarchy tree graph. A click on a test
class in a hierarchy tree graph expands it to show subsequent
items related to a selected test class (i.e. base classes and test
methods).

1https://github.com/rayyad79/HRSystem.git
2Integrated Technology Group (ITG) https://www.itgsolutions.com/
3https://github.com/situ-pati/UnitTestExample
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FIGURE 5. Traceability links of EmpTrainingCoursesClassTest test class.

FIGURE 6. Traceability links of issue-registerTest using SCG.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show examples of the visualiza-
tion of TCT links for the ‘‘issue-registerTest’’ test case
using NC/NCC, SCG, and LCBA, respectively. In Figure 5,
EmpTrainingCoursesClassTest test class is connected to a

number of tested classes whose names are matched the test
class’ name (e.g. EmpTrainingCoursesClass class) or they
are substring of its name (e.g. TrainingCoursesClass and
EmpTrainingCourses classes). Aswementioned before, if the
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FIGURE 7. Traceability links of issue-registerTest using LCBA.

name of a tested class does not match the name of a test
class or it’s not a substring of the name, the link cannot be
established by using NC or NCC methods. Furthermore, if a
link is found by NC/NCC, the other approaches can still be
used to validate or invalidate this link.

The SCG strategy is used in Figure 6 to establish the
links of the issue-registerTest test class. The visualization
shows the production classes that are invoked most in the
implementation of the test class and the number of times
called in each test method. Finally, Figure 7 provides a visu-
alization of the traceability links of issue-registerTest test
class using the LCBA strategy. The figure shows a set of
tested classes which are called by issue-registerTest test class
in the statements performed right before asserting statements
in issuebookTest test method. It can be clearly observed that
the test class has several test methods where each method
test is written to check one or more methods under test.
Moreover, in each node of the tested method, the name of
the tested class which includes the tested method can be
shown.

As shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7, the links between code
classes, methods, and unit tests from different sources are
displayed which, in turn, provide a clearer picture of what
is taking place within these tests. Furthermore, a hierarchical
tree view presents a detailed overview of method-level trace-
ability links.

Further features in TCTracVis include some metrics about
the traced solution (e.g. no. of base classes, no. of test classes,
no. of classes not tested) (see Figure 8). These information are
visualized using barcharts (see Figure 9). Themetrics provide

FIGURE 8. Statistics data of HRsystem.

a quick overview of artifacts of the traced solution, which can
help to better extract valuable information with less effort.
For example, one can reveal classes of the code which are
not exercised by a set of test cases. This insight enhances
the improvement of testing by creating new test cases for
the untested classes (i.e. creating more links) which, in turn,
improving the quality of the code, increasing code coverage,
facilitating maintenance, and reducing costs.
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TABLE 2. Evaluation tasks.

FIGURE 9. Statistics data of HRsystem in a graph view.

V. EVALUATION
The main target of this experiment is to develop an under-
standing of the effectiveness and usability of our visualization
traceability approach in order to justify the effort and the time
spent in the design of the TCTracVis tool. We conducted a
usability study to answer the following questions:

• To what extent the visualization of links from multiple
sources better helps testers to find solutions for their
problems than visualizing links from a single source?

• To what extent the use of the traceability visualization
approach and its implementation help to enhance the
overall browsing, comprehension, and maintenance of
TCT links of a system?

To answer the questions above, we defined a set of tasks
to be performed using our traceability visualization tool.
These tasks have also been performed manually to mea-
sure TCTracVis added value to traditional software engi-
neering processes in manual tracing. These tasks are shown
in Table 2. The solution used in this study is the UnitTes-
tExample solution mentioned in the previous section. It is
worth mentioning that our tool is robust to support large
projects; however, we selected the UnitTestExample to make
the manual evaluation much easier for the participants. A
group of 24 participants, with varying levels of expertise in
software development and unit testing, were assigned for the
evaluation of our tool and performing the tasks. Among the
participants were 17 students, 3 from industry, and 4 from
academics. We divided the participants into two groups: a
control group and an experimental group. The former group is
assigned to perform the tasks manually, while the latter group
is assigned to perform the tasks using the TCTracVis tool.
In the experimental group, the participants were 8 students,
2 academics, and 2 participants from industry. While the con-
trol group had 9 students, 2 academics, and 1 participant from
industry. Among 24 participants, 5 had more than 10 years of
development experience, 6 had fewer than 10 years but more
than 5 years, and 9 had an experience between 2-5 years,
and 4 had less than 2 years. In the beginning, we provided
the participants with a brief introduction to help them to
get familiar with our approach and tasks. After the tasks’
completion, a set of questions on our tool have been answered
by the participants.

During the execution of the tasks, we recorded the time
needed and the number of steps performed to complete each
task in each group as illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, respec-
tively. It is to be noted that the time factor of the evaluation
process was managed by using a stopwatch, as the time
needed to understand the tasks was taken into consideration.
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FIGURE 10. Average time to complete tasks.

FIGURE 11. Number of steps to perform the tasks.

As shown in Figure 10, the average time to complete all
tasks using our tool varying from 5 minutes to 10 minutes.
While the same tasks were completed manually 35 minutes
on average. The time varies depending on the participants’
experience in software development. For the experimental
group, it also depends on how frequently they use traceability
tools.

7 of the 12 participants in the experimental group com-
pleted the first task in less than 5 minutes, 3 spent 8 minutes,
and 2 participants took 10minutes to complete the task. Aswe
observed, the participants who spent 8 and 10 minutes prac-
ticed a little to get familiar with the tool before carrying out
the four tasks. The participants managed to easily understand
how the system is structured by using the ‘‘statistics’’ infor-
mation and charts. Moreover, they easily defined the specific
conventions used to organize the unit tests by browsing the
‘‘class view’’ and looking at the NC approach. In contrast,
in the control group, the participants spent around one hour
to complete the first task.

In the second task, we asked 4 participants in the experi-
mental group to use only a single link source to perform the
task, they used ‘‘base code to test dependency’’. While the
other participants were asked to use all sources. The moti-
vation behind this is to evaluate the efficiency of visualizing
traceability links inferred from multiple sources compared to
a single source. In the experimental group, the second task

TABLE 3. Questionnaire used in the experiment.

TABLE 4. Distribution of questions over tasks. This table shows what
questions were addressed in the different tasks in the evaluation.

was performed with times varying from 1 to 3 minutes, as the
participants became more familiar with our tool, whereas,
in the control group, the participants took 48 minutes on aver-
age to complete their task. We observed that in the manual
evaluation, the participants made great efforts in analyzing
the change impact of the production class and detecting its
related test cases.

The third task was completed within 5 and 10 minutes
by the experimental group, while the average time in the
manual evaluationwas 48minutes. In the experimental group,
the participants easily found a class in a ‘‘class view’’ and
identified the number of its linked test cases using ‘‘base
class-to-test case dependency’’ graph in the tool. This took
around 1 minute to complete for a single class. On the other
hand, in the control group, as the developer of UnitTestEx-
ample followed a specific naming convention, this helped the
participants to identify the test cases that linked to the classes.
Nonetheless, this task was tedious for the participants and
required a great effort for being completed.

Task 4 was as hard as task 3 in the control group. The
participants took 45 min on average to complete the task.
Whereas in the experimental group, this task was performed
easier and faster. It was completed in around 5 minutes on
average. In the latter, the participants selected the LCBA
method to recover the test case links with the classes and
managed to easily identify test cases, display the hierarchical
tree of their links, and then identify the number of their linked
classes. In Figure 11, it can be seen that the number of steps
needed to perform the tasks manually is much more than the
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FIGURE 12. Evaluation results.

number of steps required to perform the tasks using our tool.
The participants in the control group took more steps in per-
forming the four tasks compared to the experimental group.
During the manual evaluation, participants often switched
between the source code files and the test cases files to read
and perform the task and write down the notes.

After the evaluation, the analysis of the main outcomes
performed was on several questions answered by the partic-
ipants in the experimental group, based on their experience
of using our tool. The ten questions are shown in Table 3.
The main purpose of the questions is to assess the tasks
performed by the participants. Table 4 shows the distribution
of the questions over the four tasks. Questions 1, 3, and 4 aim
to assess the first task. In the first task, where the goal is
to understand system and test structure, we asked questions
about the usability, information content and visualization
property of the tool. The second task is assessed by questions
5 and 7. The goal in this task is to determine which tests
should be checked after the code changes.We asked questions
about the effectiveness of combining and visualizing differ-
ent recovery approaches. Questions 2 and 5 assess the third
task. Questions 7 and 8 are concerned with the fourth task.
The third and fourth tasks concern defining a class with the
highest number of linked unit tests and a unit test with the
highest number of linked classes respectively. The questions
on these tasks were on the efficiency of the visualization
property of the tool and how it can support the developers
and testers in project development and management. Ques-
tions 9 and 10 aim to investigate the usefulness and the
importance of our approach from the participants’ point of
view.

The results of the evaluation questions are shown
in Figure 12. The questions are shown on the x-axis, while the
y-axis displays the number of participants and their responses
based on the Likert scale (Strongly disagree, disagree, neither
agree nor disagree, strongly agree). The most interesting
result that the majority of the provided responses was pos-
itive. 9 participants (strongly) agreed that the tool is easy
to use, the visualization of multi-sources links is better than
visualizing single source links. They highly recommended
our tool to developers, testers, and researchers. 6 of them
also (strongly) agreed that they could easily visualize the
traced solution in an efficient way, the tool can help them to
save time needed to find traceability links, and it could make
a project more cost effective. Furthermore, 6 participants
(strongly) agreed that the visualization of traceability links
was clear, and they were able to show the statistical data of
the program components easily using the tool. Several partic-
ipants gave the answer ‘‘agree’’ and in each question around
1 or 2 participants answered ‘‘neither agree nor disagree’’.
4 participants (strongly) agreed that they could easily detect
the base code to test dependency and 3 agreed to this ques-
tion, but 4 participants answered ‘‘disagree’’. They responded
that they did not figure out that they should right-click on
a class to show the dependency diagram; they commented
that this feature should be more prominent in the interface.
7 participants (strongly agree) that the automated recovery
approaches are better than manual methods, whereas one par-
ticipant answered (disagree) to this question. They justified
the answer that the manual methods cannot be avoided
during project development; it is often required to confirm
vulnerabilities.
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Overall, the results revealed that the participants strongly
agreed that the visualization of traceability link inferred from
different sources is more efficient and helpful than using a
single source, and that, the results showed that the visualiza-
tion tool can efficiently support understanding, browsing, and
maintaining of TCT links in a software system.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Some threats potentially affect the validity of our evaluation
results. We have exerted reasonable efforts to identify these
threats and attempted to alleviate some of them.

The first threat is that only one system has been used in the
usability evaluation. The main reason for using one system
is manual evaluation. We mentioned before that our tool is a
generic tool and supports C# solutions of varying sizes.

The second threat concerning the extent to which the
results of our study can be generalized; to alleviate this threat,
we introduced the tool and the problem to different partic-
ipants (evaluators) with varying levels of experience. Our
evaluators included students, academics, and experts from the
industry who have familiarity with the necessary software
development skills.

The third threat is that some of the participants were
unfamiliar with the concept of traceability or visualization.
To overcome this threat, we provided the participants with a
precise description of the traceability and visualization, ran
a demo, and explained the tool. We allowed the participants
sufficient time to understand the functionality or usability of
the tool and practice visualization exercises on some sample
sets of problems before presenting the real problem to solve.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced a novel traceability visualization
approach and its implementation that extends our previous
work. We combined different traceability recovery methods
that automatically retrieve the links, we also provide visual-
ization support to these links using a hierarchical tree visu-
alization technique. A usability study has been conducted
to evaluate the usability and usefulness of our traceability
visualization tool.

Based on our evaluation results, we observed that
TCTracVis tool can provide the participants with the follow-
ing features and functions:
• Directly identify a specific item in a traced program to
show its related links.

• Visualize a class/method hierarchy tree of a program.
• Detect and visualize a class dependency on test cases.
• Retrieve the traceability links for a specific test case
from multiple sources automatically and visualize the
retrieved links in an efficient way.

• Support an overall overview of the program components
by providing detailed statistics and visualization of these
components.

• Save time needed in finding TCT links in a project
efficiently and make the project cost-effective.

Based on the results presented in this work, there are potential
areas of future work as follows:
• Visualization system can be extended to support further
programming languages such as Java, C++, Python.

• Implement our approach with further TCT links recov-
ery approaches.

• Extend our visualization system to include one overall
overview visualization of all traceability links for the
whole project which, in turn, may need to support other
types of visualization techniques.
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